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Issues, yes — but
1:1 ‘changing the
way learning works’
by BRITTANNIE TRAVIS
brittannietraviscub@gmail.com

“We might ask them to, at home, read some
kind of text, or short excerpt from a book, so
that’s how we can teach and still apply the knowlJunior Patricia Ewing attends her AP psysedge (using the Chromebooks),” Foley said. “It
chology class at the begining of Maroon days. One (flipped classroom) has been kind of fun.”
of the new implements in the class, which Ewing
With the school board’s acceptance of the
uses every day, is her Chromebook. Her teacher
1:1 initiative, paper assignments and hardback
assigins interactive acitivies and notes on the
textbooks will slowly decrease in use over time,
newly designed e-learning website, Canvas.
and more video lessons, online notes and online
“They (Chromeboks) make learning more
assignments will replace it.
intresting,” said Ewing.
“I can just push that assignment to them usThe 1:1 Initiative gives each high school stuing Canvas, and then they can have that tool at
dent a personal Chromebook to be used for school their fingertips any time they want through their
purposes to create a rich technology learning
Chromebooks,” said Harmon.
environment. In addition, it calls for teachers and
“I think the Chromebooks are good, but they
students to be more technology savvy.
aren’t being used correctly,” sophomore Trevor
Last year, the school district organized an onRoy said. “You should be able to have your textline survey for students, teachers and community
books and other essential things (online). Lots of
members, allowing them to be part of the deciteachers still don’t feel comfortable letting the stusion-making process.
dents use them, which
In March, the school
defeats the purpose.”
board unanimously apFoley said the use
With the sharing of documents,
proved the 1:1 initiative
of Chromebooks will
it changes the way that projects
now in place.
grow with time. “The
“Right now they’re
and classroom learning work,
more comfortable
most helpful in just
giving a lot more interaction even the teachers become,
being able to push
the more use for the
documents to students
outside of class.
Chromebooks,” she
ERIC SIBBING said.
rather than photocopydistrict technician
ing 60 or 90 copies (of
Sophomores Rachel
an assignment),” said
Jacobs and Sophie
AVID department chair
Dan do agree that the
Chris Harmon.
Chromebooks are being useful in some of their
Teachers are continuing to familiarize themclasses.
selves with the technology and to prepare stu“The Chromebooks definitely help me when
dents for using Canvas as a resource tool. Canvas
we have to do an assignment, especially, in Spangives students the ability to easily and quickly
ish,” Jacobs said.
access a course’s syllabus, assignments and other
According to Eric Sibbing, district technician
materials.
and LC’s Chromebook support manager, students
“We use the Chromebooks for note taking,
are having a problem with the battery.
and we put up Power Points that we tell students
“Issues with the battery seem to be the most
to go through and take notes on,” said Trinda
prevalent, causing the Chromebooks to either not
Foley, English Department co-chair. “We’re also
charge at all or only charge up to a certain perusing them, and I really like, the flipped classcent.” Sibbing said.
room.”
Other issues include the Chromebooks not
The flipped classroom allows students to
turning on, the mouse pad messing up, and conwatch a Podcast, take notes and then incorporate
nectivity.
what they’ve learned as homework for their next
“Yes, we have a little problem with connectivclass session. Foley said this allows both students
ity (in the classrooms),” Foley said. “There have
and teachers time to discuss and apply skills
been some spots in a lot of our English classes
they’ve learned, allowing more work to be done in where students are not able to connect or either
class.
get connected and then lose connection.”

In English teacher Katie Legge’s AP classes,
connectivity was a problem as her students
prepared to take their SRI (Scholastic Reading
Inventory) tests.
“When Ms. Legge said the Chromebooks
weren’t working, it was kind of disappointing, but
since a lot of things were going wrong, it wasn’t
surprising,” said junior Taylor Bohlman.
“We hope to have issues fixed long before the
end of the year,” said Sibbing. “We have already
come a long way in identifying and correcting the
issues we have found so far, and overall things
have improved dramatically from the beginning of
the year.”
Junior Andy Vennemann said, “The school’s
internet doesn’t always work, and when it does it’s
very slow.”
Students also say the connectivity affects them
getting work done during study halls.
“The WIFI in the Perk is awful,” said senior
Harrison Magee. “I get to listen to music on it
(Chromebook) during downtime in classes. The
one time I could use my computer the entire time,
and it doesn’t work? That’s really annoying.”
Sibbing said he’s had students see him with
“quality of life” complaints: They can’t scroll,
there’s no right click. “More often than not, the
Chromebook does have the ability to do what the
student is saying it can’t,” Sibbing said. “A quick
Google search will most of the time show exactly
how to do what you’re (the student) is wanting.”
The use of students using their Chromebooks
during study halls and downtime to surf the web,
listen to music and play games creates another
issue, mainly for teachers.
“A lot of times the Chromebooks aren’t fully
charged when the students come to class, especially in the later afternoon part of the day, and
I think a lot of it might be students’ watching
videos, which drains the battery,” Foley said.
On the other hand, as for the future of the
Chromebooks, positive comments have been said.
“I think it’s only going to grow, I really do,”
Foley added. “The more comfortable the teachers
become, the more use for the Chromebooks.”
Sibbing said, “I think the Chromebooks were
a great choice for an addition at LC, with the
ability to get and stay connected to teachers and
classmates alike. With the sharing of documents,
it changes the way that projects and classroom
learning work, giving a lot more interaction even
outside of class.”
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Tech yourself
before you
wreck yourself

Cornered by Google
by CHAD SHARP
chadsharpcub@gmail.com

Teresa Foley’s AP psychology class uses Chromebooks often to take notes from PowerPoints, do activities and plan projects. Cub Photo/Leah Arenz

These new Chromebooks are . . .
Sometimes helpful, but
sometimes annoying.

MEGAN CERVANTES
sophomore

An absolute waste of
money. They hardly
work. When they do
work, the wifi isn’t.

JACK REASNER
junior

I think that Chromebooks are useful
to those who don’t have computers at
home. However, I don’t like how we
can’t print from them. I think that having the Chromebooks makes class run
smoother and faster, when they aren’t
having problems. They kind of break
easily, but it’s good that students are
able to get a free replacement for the
second time. They don’t die too quickly and that’s nice when you are using it
all day in all of your classes.

REBECCA JOHNSON
senior

I like it because I can
find my class notes all in
one place on Canvas.

JOHN CHUNG
junior

I rarely use it anymore
because my
mousepad thing is so
horrible. It takes me a
solid 20 seconds to click
on anything.

ANDY VENNEMANN
junior

Don’t get me wrong, I love technology. I have a passion for computers, and I absolutely believe that technology should be integrated with education. Giving all
students access to the internet should be a cornerstone
of education. However, I’m not convinced that Chromebooks are the best means to this end.
By forcing us into the Google ecosystem, the school
district has essentially chosen (without our consent, I
might add) to sell our data to Google.
They make their money by collecting as much information about you as it can and selling the databases it
collects. Companies are really good at collecting information, and I mean really good. In fact, I just read a
story the other day about how Target started sending ads
for cribs and baby bottles to a pregnant teen before her
family knew she was pregnant.
We are the product Google is selling. I think this is
also a problem that members of the school board have
a hard time empathizing with. Google didn’t really start
collecting massive amounts of data until the school
board members were well into adulthood. It’s worse for
us. From birth, our lives are collected, categorized and
monetized by corporations; Google is one of the biggest
offenders.
From a practiBy forcing us into the
cal standpoint,
Google ecosystem, the
Chromebooks
limit our ability to
school district has eslearn as students.
sentially chosen to sell
Everything we
do is limited to
our data to Google.
the web browser.
I need to do some image editing for Cub? Tough. That
being said, what are the alternatives? Well, there is
Windows, but not only is it expensive, it also runs really
slowly on low power hardware like the Chromebooks we
have now. The school could provide us with Macs, but
they’re way too expensive and from an enterprise perspective, there is no good way to manage them. The way
I see it, this leaves one alternative, Linux.
Linux is an alternative operating system to Windows
and Mac. Not only is it free, but it does not necessitate
the collection of our private data like ChromeOS does.
Like Windows and Mac, software is installed locally and
the operating system is fully functional offline. In addition, several enterprise management solutions exist for
Linux. To top it all off, Linux is fully compatible with the
school’s ecosystem as it stands today. How do I know
that? I use it on my Chromebook every day. I have never
had any of the connectivity issues that others have experienced; Linux has allowed me to further my education
in ways ChromeOS never could.

